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Introd uction: The 3 Ms of Lean

When Japanese companies talk about waste they usually talk about
the three Ms; Mura, Muri and Muda. While most people who have
had contact with lean manufa cturing will have been made aware of
the 7 wastes and Muda they often have not been introduced to Muri
and Mura at all. Yet these wastes are often far more important to
tackle than Muda and often are the underlying causes of the Muda
that you observe within your processes.
While Muda is the non-value adding actions within your processes;
Muri is to overburden or be unreas onable while Mura is uneven ness.
I will discuss these terms below.

Source: http:/ /le anm anu fac tur ing too ls.o rg /71 /mu da- mur a-a nd- mur i-l ‐
ean -ma nuf act uri ng- wastes/

Muda, Mura, Muri Video

Video: http://youtu.be/IqDgzh9IZuQ

1. Muda, The Seven Wastes

Muda is any activity or process that does not add value; a physical
waste of your time, resources and ultimately your money. These
wastes were catego rized by Taiichi Ohno within the Toyota
production system, they are;
  Tran spo rt;  the movement of product between operat ions, and
locations.
  Inve nto ry; the work in progress (WIP) and stocks of finished
goods and raw materials that a company holds.
  Moti on; the physical movement of a person or machine whilst
conducting an operation.
  Wait ing; the act of waiting for a machine to finish, for product to
arrive, or any other cause.
  Over pro duc tion;  Over producing product beyond what the
customer has ordered.
  Over -pr oce ssi ng; conducting operations beyond those that
customer requires.
  Defe cts; product rejects and rework within your processes.

 

2. Mura the Waste of Unevenness

Mura is the waste of unevenness or incons ist ency, but what does
this mean and how does it affect us?

Mura creates many of the seven wastes that we observe, Mura
drives Muda! By failing to smooth our demand we put unfair
demands on our processes and people and cause the creation of
inventory and other wastes.

3. Muri the Waste of Overburden

Muri is to cause overbu rden, by this we mean to give unnece ssary
stress to our employees and our processes. This is caused by Mura
and a host of other failures in our system such as lack of training,
unclear or no defined ways of working, the wrong tools, and ill
thought out measures of perfor mance.
Again Mura causes Muda, the seven wastes are symptoms of our
failure to tackle Mura and Muri within our processes not the root
cause!
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